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CONVERGENT ALGORITHMS SUITABLE FOR THE SOLUTION 
OF THE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE EQUATIONS 
MlROSLAV PoSPfSEK, Praha 
(Received February 14, 1992) 
Summary. In this paper, two algorithms are proposed to solve systems of algebraic 
equations generated by a discretization procedure of the weak formulation of boundary value 
problems for systems of nonlinear elliptic equations. The first algorithm, Newton-CG-MG, 
is suitable for systems with gradient mappings, while the second, Newton-CE-MG, can be 
applied to more general systems. Convergence theorems are proved and application to the 
semiconductor device modelling is described. 
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AMS classification: 35J65, 65H10 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the preceding paper, [14], boundary value problems of the form (3.1) were 
studied. Conditions on the problem data, that are sufficient to define the weak 
formulation of the problem (3.1) and to guarantee existence of its weak solutions 
were shown there. Further, a discretization scheme based on numerical integration 
of the lower order terms only was examined and (weak) convergence of the discretized 
problem solutions to the weak solution of the problem (3.1) was proved. 
To solve systems of nonlinear algebraic equations derived in the discretization 
procedure, two algorithms—Newton-CG-MG and Newton-CE-MG—are proposed in 
Section 4 of this paper. The algorithm Newton-CG-MG is suitable for the problems 
with gradient mappings and is based on the Newton method in conjuction with 
the method of conjugate gradients preconditioned by the variable V-cycle multigrid 
method. The algorithm Newton-CE-MG can be applied to more general problems. 
In this procedure, the Newton method is combined with the method of conjugate 
errors which is also preconditioned by the variable V-cycle multigrid method. 
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In Section 5, convergence theorems for both algorithms are proved. In both cases, 
the proof is based on the results of Bank and Rose [2] and recent developments of 
the multigrid theory [3]. 
In Section 6, the Van Roosbroeck's system (6.1)-(6,3) of three coupled nonlinear 
partial differential equations describing steady states of a semiconductor device is 
considered. It is shown that the algorithm Newton-CE-MG can be used for the 
solution of these problems and the algorithm Newton-CG-MG is also useful in some 
cases. 
This paper together with [14] represents a method of treating boundary value 
problems in the form (3.1), starting with their weak formulation, up to convergent 
solution algorithm. As is shown, this approach can be applied to such a highly 
nonlinear system as the semiconductor device equations are. As far as the author 
knows, no similar approach to the semiconductor device equations resulting in a 
theoretically convergent multigrid based algorithm has been published yet. Besides, 
some more general results stated in Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 also seem to be 
new. 
2. BASIC NOTATION 
We will use the following notation: 
N the set of non-negative integers, 
R the set of real numbers, 
V almost everywhere, 
n — (n\,..., TIN) vector of outward normal. 
Let Q, C R2 be a bounded domain with Lipschitz boundary divided into two 
disjoint subsets YD and Y^. Suppose that U\(YD)—the one-dimensional Lebesgue 
measure of YD—is nonzero. 
For a given vector function u = (u\,.. .,um), m > 1, with sufficiently smooth 
components U{: fi —•> R, 1 ^ i ^ m, we denote 
and 
_ (&ui d^m du__ dum\ 
\dxi'" *' dxi ' dx2 ' ' dx2 ) 
. f uť> j = 0, 
D3Ui — < 
[dui/dxj, j = l,2. 
If £ G R3m, we shall denote its components in the following way: 
£ = ( £ l 0 , • • • j & n C b C l l , • • ->£m2)> 
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so that they correspond to the components of (u, Vu). 
Let X be a real reflexive separable Banach space, equipped with the norm || • ||x-
The dual space of X will be denoted by X* and the value of a continuous linear 
functional F € X* on an element v € X will be denoted by 
(F,v)x. 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space with dimension n and scalar product 
(•,•)//• Then, as is known, there exists a symmetric positive definite mapping D: 
H -> H such that 
(Vu,v e H) {(u,v)H = (Du,v) = (u,Dv) = (D
l'2u,Dx'2v)), 
n 
where (•,•) denotes the Euclidean scalar product (u,v) = Yuivi- We shall often 
i= l 
write (u,v)D and \\u\\D, instead of (u,v)H and ||tz||/j, respectively, and denote the 
space H by HD. For a mapping A: HD —> HD, the norm ||-A||rj> defined by 
||i4||D = sup (Av,v)D 
IMID=I 
will be used. In case D = I, the indices in (•, -)D and || • ||L> will be often omitted. 
We also introduce here an abstract function space V, which will be referred to 
throughout the paper: 
Let 1 < p < oo. The closure of the set 
{veC°°(n):v = 0on TD} 
in the norm of Wo'^ft)1 will be denoted by Vp. The space V is defined by 
m 
(2.1) V = J ]>P<, l < P i < o o , l < i < m , 
i = i 
and equipped with the norm 
(2.2) ||V||V = [Y,\\^\\
Pv^) ^ = I E (lLjn\
DJvi\Pidx) 
where pmin = min{pi,. . .,pm}. 
1 Recall that this norm can be defined as follows: 
(Vu € W0
1-"(ft))(|M|lvi.,(n) = ( g / n P
j " | p d x ) 1 / P ) . 
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3 . PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Let m and ft be as in Section 2 and let functions 
a{j: ft x R
3m -> R, i = l,...,m,j = 0,1,2, 
f{: fi->R, i = l,...,m, 
d{: fiurL>->R, i = l,...,m, 
hi\ TN -» R, i = 1,.. .,m 
be given. As in the preceding paper (Pospisek [14]), we are interested in boundary 
value problems in the following form: 
2 
—22Djciij(x;u,Vu) +a,io(x;u) = fi, z = l , . . . ,m , x G 0, 
j = 1 
(3.1) Ui = di, i = l,...,m, x eTo, 
2 
y^rijajj(#;u,Vxx) = hi, i = l , . . . ,m , x G 1TV. 
i = i 
We recall that (precise meaning of the following conditions is given e.g. in Pospisek 
[14]) if the functions atj satisfy 
(Al) Caratheodory conditions, 
(A2) growth conditions with some coefficients pi > 1, 1 ^ i ^ m, 
(A3) coercivity condition with the same coefficients as in (A2), 
(A4) condition of strict monotonicity in principal part, 
if the functions di, fi and hi have the properties 
(Dl) di G W ^ n ) , fi G Lqi(ft), hi G Lqi(TN), 1/Pi + l/qi = 1, 1 ^ i < m, 
if the space V is defined as in Section 2 with pi, i = 1, . . .,m, from (A2) and if a 
mapping A: V -r V* and a functional F G V* are defined by (here and in the sequel 
we denote d = (d\,..., dm)) 
(3.2) (Vu,vG y)((Au,v)v/ = 5 2 V / a{j(x',u + d,V(u -{- d))D
jVidx) , 
V £Tj=o^ / 
(3.3) (Vv€V)({F,v)v=J2(ÍfiVidx + J hiVids)), 
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then the problem 
Find u eV such that 
( 3 ' 4 ) (VveV)((Au,v)v = (F,v)v), 
i.e. the weak formulation of the problem (3.1), can be formulated and has a solution. 
If, moreover, the strict monotonicity condition 
(Vxenm^eu3™,^?!) 
(3.5) I ^ Yfajfa 0 - atj(z; rj)](^j - r]{j) > o) 
^ t=l j=0 ' 
is fulfilled, the solution is unique. 
Let To be any conforming triangulation of Q that is of weakly acute type—i.e. no 
internal angle of any triangle in To is greater than n/2. We proceed as in Pospisek [14]: 
• Choose an integer J ^ 0. 
• If J > 0, we refine To by dividing each triangle t G To into four congruent 
triangles and thus obtain grid T\. Applying the same procedure to the currently 
finest grid, we continue until the grid Tj is generated. 
• We construct dual meshes Bj, 0 ^ j -̂  J, by joining the midpoints of the edges 
with the centre of gravity in each triangle £ G Tj, 0 ^ j ^ J. With each vertex 
P G T/ we associate a region up consisting of those triangles t G T/ which have 
P as a vertex and the so-called box bp G #/, 6p C up, which consists of the 
union of the subregions in up which again have P as a vertex. 
For further purposes, we denote 
Qj = {P e n - r}j , P is a vertex of t G Tj], 
Nj = cardfij, 
for j = 0 , . . . , J. 
Now we use the finest grid (Tj, Bj) to define the space Vj, a mapping Aj: Vj -> 
VJ and a functional Fj G F / : 
Vj = {veV,v = (vi , . . , « m ) : (Vt,t = 1,. . .,m)(Vt G Tj) 
(w G C(Q)) A (^It is linear)}, 
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m 2 -
(Aju,v)v = 5 2 5 2 / dij(x\u + d,V(u + d))DjVi dx 
TTl TTÍ Jn i= i j=i 
m 
(3.6) + E E »2(bp)ai0(P;(u + d)(P))Vi(P), 
i=i PeQj 
m 
(3.7) (Fj,v)v = E E (^(bP)fi(P)vi(P) + Ui(bPnTN)hi(P)vi(P)). 
i=i Peftj 
It was shown in PospiSek [14] that if the functions a,ij satisfy conditions (Al)-(A4) 
and, moreover, 
(A5) for all i, i = 1, . . .,m, ai0 G C(ft x R
m), 
(D2) / , G C(n) , 4 G C1^), hi G C(rN), t = 1, . . . , m, 
then the problem 
Find uJ G Vj such that 
(W G 7 j ) ( ( V , ^ = <-*j,i>M 
has a solution which, as J —> oo, weakly converges to a solution of the problem 
(3.2)-(3.4). 
Let -< be a complete ordering of the set ffcj. Define a mapping vy. { 1 , 2 , . . . , ^ } -» 
fij such that 
(3.9) (V*i,fc2, 1 ^ h,k2 ^ Nj) (ki <k2& Vj(ki) -< Vj(k2)). 
Clearly (see e.g. Pospisek [14]), the problem (3.8) is equivalent to a system of (non-
linear) algebraic equations 
(3.10) g(uH)=0 mUmNj, 
where uH G RmiVj can be viewed as consisting of m vectors uH G UNj, 1 ^ i ^ m, 
uH = « , . . . , uH), 
with each uH corresponding to the nodal values of u{, the i-th component of uJ 
from (3.8), 
(Vz, 1 ^ i ^ m)(Vfc, 1 ^ k ^ Nj)((uH)k = uj(uj(k))). 
In this paper we describe algorithms suitable for the solution of the problem (3.10). 
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For this purpose we divide the set of equations in (3.10) into m blocks so that 
each block corresponds to a discretization of one partial differential equation in (3.1). 
Then the system (3.10) can be written in the form 
gi(u?,...,u*) = 0 
, x g2(u?,...,u») = 0 
(3.H) 
gm(u*,...,u*) = 0 
where gi: UmNj —> UNj , l ^ i ^ m . The value of the Prechet derivative of g(v) with 
respect to v = (vi,..., vm), v{ G U
Nj, 1 ^ i ^ m, at a point v0 can be expressed in 
the block form 
M • « - ^ = ( ^ ) u „ • (*(»»«- -
In the following we shall also use the fact that the mappings g'(v0) and g'u(v0) can be 
understood as discretizations (by the method (3.6)-(3.7)) of some linear mappings 
(3.13) Co(v0) :VJ->VJ and &(vo): V" -+ V*, 
respectively. 
4 . SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 
We will describe two algorithms—Newton-CG-MG and Newton-CE-MG. In both 
algorithms, the overall strategy is the same: 
• Modified Newton's method is used. 
• Systems of linear equations arising in this method are solved by some kind of the 
conjugate direction method—the conjugate gradient method and the conjugate 
error method (see e.g. Samarskij, Nikolajev [17, sec. 8.3]) in the case of Newton-
CG-MG and Newton-CE-MG, respectively. 
• As a preconditioner of the conjugate direction method, the variable V-cycle 
multigrid method is used. 
Now, we describe the individual parts of the algorithms: 
Procedure Newton-
Input: g: Rn -> R, where n € N. 
Output: k E N, Uk G Rn, where Uk is an approximate solution of the equation 
g(x) = 0. 
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(Nl) Choose initial approximation UQ and 6 G (0,1). 
(N2) Let /C G R, AC ^ 0. Set /C := 0, k := 0, compute p(u0), ||#(uo)||. 
(N3) Choose Q G N, £ ^ 1. 
In the Newton-CG-MG method, i;*; := LCG(g'(uk), —g(uk),Q). 
In the Newton-CE-MG method, vk := L
CE(g'(uk), -g(uk), Q). 
(The mappings L C G and LCE will be defined later, see PROCEDURE CG/CE.) 
(N4) ^ ^ ( l + ZCII^uOII)"1. 
(N5) uk+i := ufc +rfcVfc, compute g(uk+i), \\g(uk+i)\\. 
(N6) i f ( l - | |^(u f c+i) | | / | |^ (u f c ) | | )<r f c*then 
increase AC, go to (N4), 
else 
decrease AC, k := k + 1, 
endif 
(N7) i f (convergence) then 
e x i t e l s e 
go t o (N3) 
endif 
In step (N3), the mappings LCG and LCE are defined by several steps of the 
conjugate gradient method and the conjugate error method, respectively. As is 
known, both methods are special cases of the conjugate direction method and thus 
we will describe them both in one procedure. 
Procedure C G / C E . 
Input: A: Rn -+ Rn, b G Rn, n G N, Q G N 
Output: xe+i, an approximate solution of linear algebraic system Ax = b, also 
denoted as 
• LCG(A,b, Q) in the CG method, 
• LCE(A, b, Q) in the CE method. 
(CD1) Choose initial approximation XQ = 0, set To := —b = AXQ — b. 
(CD2) In the CG method, w0 := B
CGr0, or := (r0,WQ)/(AwQ,w0). 
In the CE method, w0 := B
CEr0, or := (rQ,rQ)/(Aw0,r0). 
(The mappings BCG and BCE will be defined later, see (4.8), (4.9).) 
( C D 3 ) X\ : = XQ — G\WQ. 
(CD4) For k = l,2,...,Q, 
rk := Axk - b. 
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_ ПCGr _ _ (
r Ь wk) 
In the CG method, 
wk := B
uurk, ak+i = , 
(Awk, wk) 
_ / cr f c + i ( r f c , w f c ) 1 N -
1 
fc+1 V ak (r f c_i, wk-i)aJ 
In the CE method, 
D c E (
r^' r *) 
wk := B
utjrk, ak+i = — r, 
(Awk, rk) 
(^ <Tk+i (r f c, r f c) 1 X-
1 
a f c + i = ( l 7 - - 1 . V ak (r f c_i, r f c_i)afcj 
In both cases: 
Xk+i := a/k+i(-Cfc - okwk) + (1 - a f c + i)x f c _i . 
We will often write Afc instead of g'(uk) and L
C G 6 and LC£;6 instead of 
LCG(Ak,b,g) and L
CE(A fc,b, ,0), respectively. 
In the above procedure, the mappings BCG and BCE representing the so-called 
preconditioning remain to be defined. In both cases, this is done by means of the so-
called variable V-cycle multigrid method, see e.g. Bramble, Pasciak, Xu [3]. Hence, 
before specifying those mappings, we shall describe briefly the multigrid method. 
Procedure MG. 
Input: 
• An integer J ^ 0. 
• Finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces Hj, j = 0 , 1 , . . . , J, with the scalar product in 
Hj denoted by (•, *)j-
• Symmetric positive definite mappings 
(41) Aj.Hj^Hj, j = 0 , l , . . . , J . 
• Linear mappings 
-£j : Hj-i —r Hj, j = 1, . . . , J. 
• Mappings 
Vj-nHj^Hj-u V]_x: Hj -> Hj_i, j = l , . . . , J , 
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defined for j = 1,..., J by (Wip E #i)(V<?D <E # i _ i ) 
(Aj-xVj-^^)^ = (A^Ijiph, ( ^ i - i ^ . v ) i - i = ( ^ , i j ^ ) j -
• Linear mappings 7 î : # i -+ # i , j = 1, . . . , J. 
• Integers n(j)J = 0 , . . . , J, such that 
(4.2) (3/30 > 1)(3/Ji ^ /30)(Vj, j = 1, . . . , J) (/%n(i) ^ n(j - 1) ^ /?-n(j)) 
is valid. 
Output: Mappings Mj: Hj -> # i , j = 0, . . . , J. 
Mappings are defined by induction. Set M0 := AQ
1. Assume that 0 < j -̂  J, 
Mi_i has been defined and / G Hj, y°,.. .,y2n^ G Hj. We define Mjf as follows: 
(MG1) y° := 0. 
(MG2) for Z = l , . . . , n ( j ) 
(4.3) yi.^yi-i+UjU-Ajy1-1).. 
(MG3) ynW := yn^ +ljq, where 
(4.4) q := Mj.^V^if - Ajy
n^)). 
(MG4) for l = n(j) + l,...,2n(j) 
(4.5) yi^yi-i+Ujif-Ajy1-1). 
(MG5) Mjf :=y2nW. 
Having described the multigrid method, we shall now specify the mappings BCG 
and BCE from the PROCEDURE CG/CE. 
In the A;-th Newton step of the algorithm Newton-CG-MG we take: 
• J from the discretization procedure, see e.g. (3.8). 
• Hj = RmNi, 0 -̂  j ^ J, with the scalar product 
(4.6) (Mu,v e Hj)((u,v)Hj = ^ / i 2 (6^. ( o ) X ^ ; (*--)+<
 vIV;(i-i)+.) 
^ z=i i=l ' 
where Vj is the mapping from (3.9). 
• Mappings Aj, j = 0 , . . . , J, defined as the discretization of the mapping £o(uk) 
on the grids (Tj,Bj) by the method (3.6)-(3.7), with uk from the PROCEDURE 
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NEWTON and Co defined as in (3.13). (Here we must ensure symmetry and 
positive definiteness of Aj.) 
• lj, j = 1 , . . . , J , as linear interpolations from grid Tj-i to Tj. 
• TZj such that they correspond to one sweep of the symmetric Gauss-Seidel 
method: if we write Aj from (4.1) in the form Aj = Lj + Dj + Lj, where 
Lj is a strictly lower triangular and Dj a diagonal matrix, we set 
(4.7) llj = (Lj + Dj)~lDj(Lj + Dj)~l 
• n(J) = 1, n(j) = 2n(j + 1), j = 0 , . . , J - 1. 
We denote the mapping from the PROCEDURE MG with the above settings by 
MJ°'fc) and put 
(4.8) BCG = M^k). 
In the fc-th Newton step of the algorithm Newton-CE-MG we shall apply the 
PROCEDURE MG m times. For i = 1, . . .,m, we take: 
• J from the discretization procedure, see e.g. (3.8). 
• Hj = RNi, 0 -̂  j ^ J , as in (4.6)—case m = 1. 
• Mappings Aj, j = 0 , . . . , J , defined as the discretization of the mapping £i(u0) 
on the grids (Tj,Bj) by the method (3.6)-(3.7) with u0 from step (Nl) of the 
PROCEDURE NEWTON and d defined as in (3.13). (Note that here we must 
ensure symmetry and positive definiteness of the diagonal blocks of the original 
Jacobian only.) 
• lj,1lj and n(j) as in the algorithm Newton-CG-MG. 
We denote the mappings Mj from the PROCEDURE MG with each of these m 
settings just described by Mj, i = 1, . . .,m. Then we set 
(4.9) B CE 
o мү' ... 0 
V 0 0 ... м ^ m ) , 
A т 
(Recall our notation Ak = g'(uk).) Note that for the solution of linear systems in 
the algorithm Newton-CE-MG, the multigrid method is applied to the same set of 
matrices in every Newton step. 
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5. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
In this section we state our two main convergence theorems, Theorem 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.2. Proofs of these two theorems are very similar, but in fact, different 
lemmas have to be utilized. 
Theo rem 5.1. (Convergence of the algorithm Newton-CG-MG.) Consider the 




m 2 m 2 
t5-1) J2^[Mz;0 - %•(*;riKZij - %) > °o ~~!X^ ' ~ %')2 
i = i j=0 t = i j=i 
and symmetry condition 
(Vxen)(V£eR3m)(Vi,k,i,k = l,...,m)W 
daij(x-,0 daki(x',0\ ,,2, ( Ж = 
are valid. Let grids (Tj,Bj), j = 0, ...,J, on Q, be given. As shown above, the 
problem in the form (3.2)-(3.4) is well-defined and we can look for a solution of its 
approximation in the form (3.6)-(3.8). This leads to a system of algebraic equations 
in the form (3.10); 
(5.3) g(u)=0 in R m " j . 
Choose an arbitrary element u0 e R
mNj. Ifuk,k^0, are defined by the algorithm 
Newton-CG-MG applied to the system (5.3) and S0 denotes the set 
(5.4) S0 = {ueHj:\\g(u)\\^\\g(u0)\\}, 
then 
1. (Vfc ^ l)(uk e S0), the sequence of norms \\g(uk)\\ is strictly decreasing and 
lim ||gK)ll = o. 
k-joo 




(5.5) Xk = || (I - g'(uk)L
c
k
G) g(uk) \\l\\g(uk)\\. 
If 
(5.6) lim Xk = 0 
k—>oo 
or 
(5.7) (3r G (0,1])(V* > M ( x * < C3||fl(ufc)||
r) 
is vaiid, then the convergence is superlinear or of the order r + 1, respectively. 
Theorem 5.2. (Convergence of the algorithm Newton-CE-MG.) Suppose that 
all the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 except the strong monotonicity condition (5.1) 
are vaiid. Again, we consider a system of algebraic equations in the form (3.10) 
obtained in the same way as in Theorem 5.1, 
(5.8) g(u)=0 in RmN'. 
Suppose that 
• (Vt,i = 1, . . .,m)(3Ci > 0)(Vx G O) 
(V£,r? € R3m : (Vj,fc, j = 1, . . .,m,fc = 0, l ,2)(j # *)(&* = ty*) 
(5-9) ( £ K ( ^ ; 0 - M*;»/)](& - %) > c i £ ( & " ̂ ') j> 
^ j=0 j=0 ' 
• in pJace of (5.2) only the following condition is valid 
(Vo;Gn)(V^GR3m)(Vz,z = l , . . . ,m)(Vi,/ , i ,Z = 0,1,2) 
/ 5 1Qx (daij(x;Q = a o j z ^ O \ 
v " ; V d£u din ) 
• there is an element u0 G R
miVj such that 
(51) (Vu G R m N ' : ||0(u)|| ^ ||g(u0)||)(g'(u) is a reguiar mapping). 
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Then, ifuk, k ^ 0, are defined by the algorithm Newton-CE-MG applied to the 
system (5.8), the assertions of Theorem 5.1 (with L%E instead of L%G in (5.5), of 
course) apply 
R e m a r k 5.1. Our proofs are based on Theorem 1 in Bank, Rose [2] stating 
that the above assertions are guaranteed by the following conditions: 
(A-Nl) The set S0 = {u e Hj: \\g(u)\\ < ||p(u0)||} is bounded. 
(A-N2) The mapping g is Frechet differentiate and 
(Vu G So)(g'(u) is regular and continuous). 
(A-N3) The mapping Lk from (N3) satisfies 
(3Ci > 0)(Vu G SoXVfc G N)(\\Lk\\ ^ Ci). 
Denote Sl = {u: \\u\\ ̂  sup ||v|| + Ci||^(w0)||}. 
ves0 
(A-N4) (3C2 > 0)(Vu, t; G Si)(||<?'(u) - <r>)ll ^ C2\\u - v\\). 
(A-N5) xo G (0,1) and (Vfc ^ l)(Xk ^ Xo), where \k is defined as in (5.5) 
Note that, as discussed in [2, Section 3], other conditions mentioned in [2, Theo-
rem 1] are satisfied automatically by the PROCEDURE NEWTON. But before starting 
to verify these conditions, we shall prove some lemmas concerning the algorithms 
CG, CE and MG: 
Lemma 5.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be valid. Then, ifuk, k ^ 
0, are defined by the algorithm Newton-CG-MG applied to the system (5.3), the 
following is valid: 
(5.11) (Vfc, k ^ 0)(Mj ' ' is symmetric, positive definite). 
(Vfc,fc ^ 0)(37i
G,72
G > 0)(Vt; G R m ^ ) 
(5.12) (l?(Akv,v) < (AkMf
k)Akv,v) ^ tf(Akv,v)). 
P r o o f . Assertion (5.11). It is easy to show that the conditions (5.1) and (5.2) 
ensure that 
(Vu G RrnNj)(g'(u) is symmetric, positive definite) 
and thus the application of the PROCEDURE MG makes sense. Further, Theorem 5 
in Bramble, Pasciak and Xu [3] states that if 
the spectrum of the operator (I — 1ZjAj)(I — 1ZjAj) 
{o.Lo) 
is in the interval [0,1), 
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then Mj is symmetric, positive definite. In [3], see text near (3.4), Bramble, Pasciak 
and Xu also say that the condition (5.13) immediately follows from the condition 
(A-MG1) (3CR > 0)(Vj, j = 1,..., J)(Vu G Hj) 
(5.14) М < Сн{1 -{I- ЩА>){1 - ЩАМ^и ),-, 
where \j is the greatest eigenvalue of the matrix Aj in question. 
As is shown e.g. in Pospi§ek [13], proof of Th.8.1, the settings of the algorithm 
Mj ' are such that for all fc, fc ̂  0, the condition (A-MG1) is satisfied, so the 
assertion (5.11) holds. D 
• Assertion (5.12). Theorem 6 in [3] states that the assertion (5.12) is valid if the 
conditions (A-MG1) and 
(A-MG2) (3a, 0 < a ̂  l)(3Ca > 0)(Vj, j = 1,..., J)(Vu G Hj) 
(5.15) KMI-ljVj-^u )j\ ^ Ca(^^y(Aju,u))-
a 
are satisfied. For verification of the condition (A-MG2), again see e.g. Pospisek [13], 
proof of Th.8 .1 . 
L e m m a 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 be valid. Then for any 
UQ G WnNj the following holds: 
(5.16) (V/,Z = 1,.. .,m)(My is symmetric, positive definite). 
(VZ,Z = l , . . . ,m)(3 7 f ,72* > 0)(Vv G R
Nj) 
(5.17) hF{Alj>v,v) < {A^MfASv) ^ -ri{Alj>v,v)), 
where Aj denotes the mapping Aj as used in the definition of the mapping M^. 
P r o o f . Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the conditions (5.9) and (5.10) 
imply that (for the meaning of gu, see (3.12)) 
(Vz, 1 ̂  i ̂  m)(Vw G ^mNj)(gii(u) is symmetric, positive definite) 
and thus the mappings Mj\ i = l , . . . , m , are well-defined. Now we can go, for 
i = 1,..., m, through the same steps as in the proof of Lemma 5.1 and complete the 
proof of Lemma 5.2. • 
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Lemma 5 .3 . a) Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 be valid. Ifuk are defined 
by the algorithm Newton-CG-MG applied to the system (5.3), then 
(V/ 6 Hj)(Vk 6 N)(Vuk e So) 
(5.18) (3qr,k G [0,1))(II(^
G - A^)f\\Ak < q^U^fU). 
b) Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 be valid. Ifuk are defined by the algorithm 
Newton-CE-MG applied to the system (5.8) and B0 = B
CE(Al)~1 then 
(V/ e Hj)(Vk e N)(Vuk e s0) 
(5.19) (3qrtk e [0,1))(\\(L
CE - A^f^ ^qrJAk
lf\\Bo). 
R e m a r k 5.2. Note that the algorithms in the PROCEDURE C G / C E start with 
zero initial approximation. In fact, Lemma 5.3 says that the algorithms proposed 
to solve the appropriate systems of linear equations are—under given conditions— 
always convergent. 
P r o o f of Lemma 5.3. The proof is based on the convergence theorem for general 
two-step conjugate direction methods, see e.g. Samarskij, Nikolajev [17, p. 355], 
applied to special cases of the conjugate gradient method and the congujate error 
method. 
In the case of the conjugate gradient method the theorem from [17] mentioned 
above says that if 
(5.20) A: H -> H, BCG: H -> H are symmetric, positive definite, 




(5.21) ||xff+i - A~
lb\\A ^ qr\\xQ - A~
lb\\A 
with qr G [0,1). Further, this qr can be expressed in terms of 71, 72 for which the 
following is valid: 
(5.22) (37i,72 > 0)(Vv G H)(lx(Av,v) ^ (AB
CGAv,v) < 72(^,1;)) . 
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In the case of the conjugate error method the conditions (5.20) are replaced by 
(5.23) A: H -> H is an arbitrary regular mapping, 
(5.24) B0 = B
CE(AT)~l, BQ : H -> H is symmetric, positive definite 
and the estimate (5.21) is replaced by 
(5.25) \\xe+l - A-HWBO ^ qr\\xQ - A~
lb\\BQ 
with qr G [0,1). Here qr can also be expressed in terms of 71, 72 for which the 
following is valid: 
(5.26) (371,7a > 0)(V« G H)(-n{B0v,v) ^ (A
TAv,v) ^ -n{BQv%v).) 
The assertion a) now follows from Lemma 5.1 which ensures the validity of the 
conditions (5.20), and from the fact that XQ = 0 in the PROCEDURE CG. Similarly, 
the assertion b) follows from Lemma 5.2 which ensures the validity of the conditions 
(5.23) and (5.24), and from setting x0 = 0 in the PROCEDURE CE. • 
L e m m a 5.4. (Ortega, Rheinboldt [12, Th. 5.4.3, p. 142]) Let g: D C Rn -> Rn 
be a continuously differentiate mapping on an open convex subset DQ C D. Then 
g is strongly monotone in DQ 
iff 
( 3 7 > 0)(Vu G L>o)(V£ G R
n ) ( (^(u)€ ,0 ^ 7 t t , 0 ) . 
L e m m a 5.5. (Samarskij, Nikolajev [17, Th. 2, p. 227]) Let A: Rn -> Rn be a 
symmetric positive definite mapping and let 6 > 0 be such that 
Then the norm of the mapping A'1 inverse to A can be estimated by 
U-'IKS-K 
P r o o f of Theorem 5.1. We shall show that the conditions (A-N1)-(A-N5) are 
satisfied. 
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(A-Nl) The coercivity of the mapping A in (3.2) clearly implies that g is coercive. 
Rearranging the well-known Schwarz inequality to the form 
(9(v),v)/\\v\\^\\9(v)\\ (v?0), 
we see that ||g(v)|| -> oo as \\v\\ -» oo. Assume that the set S0 in (A-Nl) is not 
bounded. Then there exists a sequence 
{vu: vu e S 0 } ^ i , H^ll -> oo 
and thus, by coercivity, also ||g(vt/)|| -> co. But this is a contradiction with the 
definition of So. 
(A-N2) Differentiability of g(u) and continuity of g'(u) on So follow from smooth-
ness of the functions aij in (3.1). Regularity and even symmetry and positive defi-
niteness of g'(u) were already stated in Lemma 5.L 
(A-N3) We start with the triangle inequality 
(5-27) \\L?a\\<\\L%a-A?\\ + \\A?\\. 
The mapping g is strongly monotone in So and thus by Lemma 5.4 
(5.28) (3 7 > 0)(Wv e S0)(V£ e Vj)((g'(v)U) > 7||£l|
2). 
Hence 
(5.29) (37 > 0)(Vfe € N)(V£ e Vj)((AkU) > lUf)-
Then, by Lemma 5.5, 
(5.30) ( V ^ G S 0 ) ( | | A -
1 | | ^ 7 -
1 ) . 
Now we shall show the uniform boundedness of \\L%G - A^11|. From Lemma 5.3 we 
have 
(5.31) (V/ e v»(Vfc € m\\(LCG - A^)f\\Ak < qrAUk'flU) 
with qr<k € [0,1). To estimate the left-hand side of this inequality from below, we 
use Lemma 5.4. We obtain (for 7 see in (5.29)) 
(V/ 6 Vj)(Vk G N) 
(\\(L™ - A^)f\\Ak = (Ak(L
CG - A?)f,(Lck
G - A?)f)1* 
(5.32) ^^UL^-A^fW). 
VIA 
To estimate the right-hand side of the inequality (5.31) from above, we use Lemma 
5.5 with 7 from (5.29) used instead of 6. By Lemma 5.5, this constant does not 
depend on k, hence 
(V/ G Vj)(Vfc G N) 
(5.33) qT9kUk
lf\Uu = qMAff)1'2 < P* 1 ! . 1 ' 2 ! . / . . ^ 7"1 / 2 | | / l | . 
Substituting inequalities (5.32) and (5.33) into (5.31) gives 
| | ( L ^ - ^ 1 ) / l l < 7 - 1 | l / l l 
and thus 
(5.34) (V/ G Vj)(Vfc G N)\\LGG - A?\\ < 7" 1 . 
The assumption (A-N3) now follows from (5.27), (5.30) and (5.34). 
(A-N4) Follows from the smoothness of the coefficients a^, as in (A-N2). 
(A-N5) Note that the value of \k can be computed easily in practice: 
Xk = \\9(uk) + g'(uk)vk\\/\\g(uk)\l 
where Vk = LCG(-g(uk)) from the step (N3) of the algorithm Newton. For example, 




P r o o f of Theorem 5.2. We will show that the conditions (A-N1)-(A-N5) are 
satisfied. 
(A-Nl) The same as in the proof of Theorem 5.L 
(A-N2) Differentiability of g(u) and continuity of g'(u) on 5 0 follow from smooth-
ness of the functions a^ in (3.1), regularity oig'(u) is the assumption of our theorem. 
(A-N3) We start with the triangle inequality 
(5-35) II^E | |<II^B-VII + IIVII-
The mapping D: v *-* \\g'(v)~l\\ is continuous for v G 5 0 and, due to the fact that 
So is a bounded and closed set in a finite-dimensional space (and hence is compact), 
D attains its maximum C& on 5 0 . We have 
(5-36) (Vfc € N)(Vufc e 5 0 ) ( | | ^
1 | | < CA). 
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Now, estimate the term \\LCE — Ak
 1 | |. Using equivalence of the norms || • ||#0 and 
II • II, i . e . 
( 3 7 l > 0)(37 2 > 0)(V£ e R
mN0(7i| |^ll ^ (BoS,01/2 ^ T2\\Z\\), 
we obtain from (5.19) 
\\(LCE - V ) / H < Qr^hiU^Mff. 
Combining this with the inequality (5.36), we have 
1 1 ^ 1 1 ^ ^ ( 1 + 7 2 / 7 1 ) . 
(A-N4), (A-N5) The same as in the proof of Theorem 5.L D 
6 . APPLICATION TO THE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICE EQUATIONS 
6.1 . Mode l P rob lem. 
In 1950, Van Roosbroeck [15] proposed a system of three coupled nonlinear par-
tial differential equations as a basic mathematical model describing electro-physical 
behaviour of semiconductor devices. We will be interested in the following, rather 
simplified form of these equations, ignoring complications like variable mobilities, ox-
ide regions and avalanche generation rate. Our problem, nonetheless, captures some 
of the difficulties that occur in practice and its satisfactory solution still represents 
a great challenge to numerical analysis: 
(6.1) - div(gradu) + eur) - e~uv = Dc, 
(6.2) - div(eu gr&dri) + Q(u,r),v)(r]v - 1) = 0 , x E ft, 
(6.3) - div(e"u grad v) + Q(u,77, v)(rjv - 1) = 0, 
(6.4) u = wD, 77 = T7D, V = VD, I E VD, 
where 
(6.6) oceLoo(fi), Q e C ( R 3 ) and (uD,r)D,uD) e [Loo(fi) n C
1 ^ ) ] 3 . 
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We will use the following notation: 
UD = (uD,r)D,VD), V°° = [V^L^il)}3, W°° = [H"'2(fl)nLM(n)]
3. 
m 
Definition 6.1. Let, as in (2.1), V = Y\ VPi, 1 < pi < oo, 1 ^ i < m, and let a 
i = i 
mapping As: V°° -+ V* and a functional / 5 E V* be defined as follows: 
(VU e v°°,u = (u,»j,i/))(v* G v , * = (<PI,<^2,<P3)), 
, 3 2 
((_45U ,$)v = Y\y2 gradugrad</?i 
+ ett grad 77 grad <̂2 + e_ t t grad z/ grad <D3 
+ (ett77 - e~ttu)<Di + Q{u,77, i/)(fji/ - 1)(<D2 + ^3) dz J, 
(V* e V) ({fs^)v = I .Dc(*tei(-r)dxY 
We say that Us = {u,r],v) G W°° is a solution of the problem (6.1)-(6.5) in the 
space W°°, if 
(6.7) Us = U*s + UD, 
where U*s e V°° and 
(6.8) AsU£ = fs inV*. 
As is shown in Pospisek [14], we can consider another, regularized problem, solu-
tions of which are also solutions of the problem (6.1)-(6.5) in the space W°°. This 
problem reads as follows: 
(6.9) - div(gradu) + QPEUPGHT) - e
PE^u)PGHv = Dc, 
(6.10) - div(ep*ttgrad77) + Q{PEu,PGHr1,PGHv){PGHr1PGHv - 1) = 0, x G ft, 
(6.11) - div(ep*(-tt> grad v) + Q{PEu, PGHrj, PGHv){PGHrjPGHv - 1) = 0, 
(6.12) u = uD, 77 = r)D, v = vD, x e rD, 
<«3> я~*'й-"-•'£-''• ~г„. 
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where E, G, H are properly chosen constants, PE = P-EE and 
' r if g(x) < r, 
(Prsg)(x) = < g(x) if r < g(x) < s, 
. s if s ^ p(x) 
for any real function g. 
Clearly, the problem (6.9)-(6.13) is in the form (3.1) where 
,„ ,„ , , „ (epBt">PGHZ20-e
pB(-t">)pGHz30: j = 0t 
(6.14) aiJ(x;0= < 
U«> J = 1,2, 
Q(PEZlO, P O H & 0 , I>G//6o)(IJGH6oIJG//6o - 1), j = 0, 
e p ^ » 6 i , j = 1,2, 
,„ „, , ^ fQ(I J^10,I 'GH6o,i 'G/f6o)(I JGH6oPG//6o-l) , j = 0, 
( 6 1 6 ) O M ( l i f ) = i ^ < - C . . & , , . 1 , 2 . 
(6.15) aaj(.r;í)= j 
(617) h-Dc.h-h-0. 
d\ = W D , C?2 = 77L>, <fe = ^D , h\ = h2 = h$ = 0 . 
Suppose first that 77 and 1/ are known. Then only the equation (6.9) with its bound-
ary conditions remains to be solved. It is easy to see that Theorem 5.1 can be applied 
to such a problem and hence the algorithm Newton- CG-MG can be used to solve 
the appropriate sets of algebraic equations. One can also verify that Theorem 5.1 is 
applicable in the cases when the pairs u, 77 and u, v are supposed to be known, and 
use this fact in solving the problem (6,9)-(6.13) by the nonlinear block Gauss-Seidel 
method (see e.g. Ortega, Rheinboldt [12]) with the blocks being defined by subdivid-
ing the original system into three sets of equations corresponding to (6.9)-(6.H). If 
the partial differential equations in (6.9)-(6.11) are only weakly coupled, the method 
is very effective. Moreover, standard procedures and (fast) algorithms for elliptic 
type problems with potential operators (like the algorithm Newton-CG-MG) can be 
used to solve the appropriate sets of equations. However, convergence theorems are 
restricted to only a few special cases (Jerome [9], Kerkhoven [10]) and the nonlinear 
block Gauss-Seidel algorithm seems not to be convergent for many other practically 
important situations. 
In this paper, a procedure for the solution of the problem (6.9)-(6.13) which is 
based on the algorithm Newton-CE-MG is proposed and summarized in the next 
theorem. 
Theo rem 6.1 . Consider the problem (6.9)-(6.13). Suppose that for an integer 
J ^ 0 a sequence of grids (Tj, Bj), j = 0 , . . . , J is given as in Section 3, such that 
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To is of acute type. Let us define a weak solution of the problem (6.9)-(6.13) and 
discretize the associated problem on the grids (TJ,BJ) by the method (3.6)-(3.7). 
We obtain a system of nonlinear algebraic equations in the form (3.10): 
(6.18) 9(u)=Q in RmNj. 
Suppose further that we have an element UQ G H3NJ such that the condition (SI) is 
valid. Then, ifuk, k ^ 1, are defined by the algorithm Newton-CE-MG applied to 
the system (6.18), the assertions of Theorem 5.2 apply 
P r o o f . In Pospisek [14], validity of assumptions (Al), (A2), . . . , (A5), (Dl) 
and (D2) was proved. Verification of the remaining assumptions of Theorem 5.2— 
i.e. (5.9) and (5.10)—is simple. Thus, the assertions of Theorem 5.2 apply. D 
7. CONCLUSION 
In practice, either Gaussian elimination, or iteration schemes based on various 
generalizations of the conjugate gradient method (BiCG [5], CGS [19]) and the con-
jugate residual method (ORTHOMIN [20], GMRES [16]) are used instead of the 
procedure CE-MG proposed in this paper. However, the resulting algorithm is then 
very slow, or its convergence theory is available in some special cases only. On the 
other hand, this paper together with [14] represents a method of treating bound-
ary value problems in the form (3.1), starting with their weak formulation, up to a 
convergent solution algorithm. 
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